OXIDATION COLOR
Permanent haircolor
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AXENIA LAB COLLECTION
HAIR COLOR CREAM

CHARACTERISTICS

Newly conceived formula made with delicate surface-active agents of plant origin
to ensure an extremely gentle and controlled dyeing in the alkaline action but
perfectly balanced and effective in the colorant power. The result is uniformity
and precision of color, perfect covering of white hair, healthy and shiny hair
thanks to the cosmetic action of hydrolyzed keratin and agave which
protect the hair cuticles.
The Axenia Lab Collection wide range of tones, extremely gentle to the hair
structure, guarantees
- luminous and shiny colour results
- reflex fidelity
- long lasting colours
- high lifting power
- perfect coverage

ACTION
Professional oxidizing hair color cream which ,besides 100% coverage , allows
obtaining a big variety of intense, glossy and long-lasting cosmetic tones and
reflexes for customizing each client’s style.
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AXENIA LAB COLLECTION
FLUO COLOR AMMONIA-FREE

AMMONIA-FREE HAIRCOLOR CREAM

CHARACTERISTICS
This AMMONIA-FREE colour cream range differs from all the other Axenia Lab colour
tones because it contains PURE reflex pigments with no colour base .
The 4 tones in the range, pink, purple, fucsia, blue, must be applied onto bleached
hair to give intense fashion effects same as the locks in the color chart

ACTION

To be used for TONING natural or bleached hair or for BOOSTING the reflex of the
traditional Axenia LAB tones

 HOW TO USE

FOR TONING EFFECTS : Mix the Axenia Fluo Color Ammonia Free shade with the
20 vol. emulsion in a non-metal bowl. Mixing ratio 1:1,5.
Apply with a brush to bleached or natural hair of at least tone level 9 (Ash blonde).
Setting time : 5 - 20 minutes. The tone intensity and duration would depend on the
setting time :
- 5 minutes = soft tone with reduced colour duration
- 10 minutes = deep tone with regular colour duration
- 15 minutes = extremely intense tone with regular colour duration
At the end of the setting time, emulsify with water and then rinse thoroughly out.
Shampoo and condition the hair with the specific post colour service products.
We recommend not to mix the Axenia Fluo shades together for the fact that they are
well defined colours with their own intense power.

FOR BOOSTING TONES : it is possible to mix the Axenia Fluo color tones together
with the traditional Axenia Lab tones to obtain particularly intense effects. In this case the
amount of the Axenia Fluo tone in the blend must never exceed ¼ of the total Axenia Lab
portion . For Ex : to intensify a 4,22 tone and make it particularly Purple, mix 30 ml
of Axenia Lab 4,22 + 10 ml Axenia Fluo Color 0,22 + 60 ml of 20 vol Emulsion.
The Fluo Color shades Pink (0,02) and Fuchsia (0,26), instead, are not recommended in
mixture with the Axenia Lab Collection tones.
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AXENIA LAB COLLECTION
AMMONIA-FREE HAIRCOLOR CREAM

CHARACTERISTICS

A new pigment diluting product for reducing the intensity of the FLUO COLOR
nuances and obtaining a big variety of delicate pastel color tones.

ACTIONS

The pastel tones can last up to 8 shampoos.
Colors can be easily customized to be repeated frequently with no need
of bleaching hair every time.

 HOW TO USE

For PASTEL COLOR EFFECTS
Preparation : Mix the selected Fluo Color nuance + Play + 10 vol. Ox. emulsion
(color/emulsion 1:1,5) - Ex. 10 gr Pink Fluo Color + 20 gr Play + 45 ml Ox 10 vol
Application : Bleach hair up to obtain a 9/10 tone level.
Do a light shampoo using a post color product, dry and tone hair with color.
Setting Time : From 10 to 30 min. depending on how porous hair is and
how intense color must result ( check hair every 10 min)
When the setting time is over, DO NOT SHAMPOO, just rinse hair abundantly out.

Technical suggestions :
- For the best color results bleach hair up to obtaining a 9/10 tone level. Onto
darker tone levels color would result less delicate and with deeper reflexes.
- Always use the 10 vol. emulsion for a stronger pigment deposit
- Onto porous hair the best color / emulsion mixing ratio is 1:1
- For pastel color effects dilute the Fluo Color nuance selected with PLAY at least
in a ratio 1 : 2 . More dilution makes the pastel color effect more delicate.
- To increase the intensity of color or onto very porous hair increase the
setting time
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HOW TO USE
MIXING
SERIES
STANDARD

SUPERBLOND

TONING CREAM

MIXING

1:1.5

1:2

1:2

SETTING
TIME

35'

45'

5'-20'

GREY HAIR
PERCENTAGE OF
WHITE HAIR

RECOMMENDED MIX

0 - 25%

no special mix

25 - 50%

¼ natural / natural gold nuance
+ ¾ fantasy nuance

50 - 75%

½ natural / natural gold nuance
+ ½ fantasy nuance

75 - 100%

¾ natural / natural gold nuance
+ ¼ fantasy nuance

LIGHTENING
AXENIA
OXIDING
EMULSION

AXENIA LAB
COLLECTION

AXENIA LAB
COLLECTION
SUPERBLOND

20 vol.

up to 2 tones

2 tones and ½

30 vol.

up to 3 tones

3 tones

40 vol.

=

up to 4 tones

AXENIA LAB
SUPERBLOND
“12”

up to 5 tones

AXENIA LINE
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AXENIA COLORANDA

SEMI-PERMANENT HAIR COLOR FLUID
AMMONIA-FREE
CHARACTERISTICS
Not a cream, not a gel, but an extremely delicate Ammonia-free LIQUIGEL
product that can :
- cover up to 80% of grey hair ;
- lighten natural hair by one to two tones;
- add intense gloss with natural effects.
Its formula is enriched with natural active ingredients protecting hair
even during the colouring process with guarantee of long lasting tones and
shine.
It contains Concentrated Wine Extract, with well-known anti-age
properties and Bamboo Lymph Extract, a highly nourishing and
hydrating ingredient that strengthens hair and preserves its
cosmetic condition for long time.

HOW TO USE

First application : onto roots, lengths and tips x 30 min.
Following applications : apply just onto the roots x 20 min.,
then distribute onto the lengths and tips x 10 min
All shades can be mixed together which makes that each client can be
customized her own colour service.

FORMAT

Box of 3 units x 60 ml
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AXENIA COLORANDA

AMMONIA-FREE SEMI-PERMANENT HAIR COLOR FLUID

HOW TO USE

The colouring fluid ,when mixed with the emulsion , becomes a
LIQUIGEL product ,easy and quick to distribute onto hair either with a
traditional method (bowl and brush) or with an applicator.

CLASSIC

SOFT

SPEEDY

MIXING

1:1

1:1

1:2

SETTING
TIME

30'

15'

10'

RESULT

- covers up to
80% of grey hair

- gently colours
grey hair

- lightens natural
hair by 1 or
2 tones

- leaves a bright
and luminous
shine

- tones up and
revives gloss
onto both
natural and
coloured hair

When the setting time is over, emulsify the product and massage the hair
delicately. Rinse the product out with warm water until the product is
totally removed and water looks clear. Apply the specific post colour
products Axenia Comfort and Axenia Restore to wash and condition
hair.
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AXENIA COLORANDA
GLOSSY – DIAMOND EFFECT

AMMONIA-FREE HAIR GLOSS FLUID
CHARACTERISTICS

This Ammonia-free & color-free gloss fluid is a true concentrate of moleculas to
add shine and anti-age ingredients to both natural and tinted hair in just 5
minutes !
Can be used for just making hair glossy or as a slight hair lightening booster.
EFFECT

MIXING

SETTING
TIME

RESULT

GLOSS

LIGHTENING

LIGHTENING
BOOSTER

1:1
60 ml Glossy +
60 ml Ax Oxi
10 vol

1:2
60 ml Glossy +
120 ml
Coloranda
Balancer 6%

1:1
30 ml Glossy +
30 ml Color. tone 8 or 9 +
60 ml Coloranda
Balancer 6%

5’ max
roots, lengths
& tips

5’ – 10’ max
roots, lengths
& tips

for ultra gloss
shine on all
types of hair

lightens
delicately by 1
or 2 tones
natural hair

30’ = 20’ +
10’
lengths &
roots
tips

boosts lightening by half a
tone on tinted hair if mixed
with Coloranda nuances of
tone high 8 or 9
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